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Overview	
Fourier transform molecular rota2onal resonance (FT-MRR) is a high resolu2on spectroscopic technique that can dis2nguish and 
quan2fy molecules with mul2ple chiral centers in a complex mixture without the need for chromatographic separa2on. This 
poster presents our progress towards coupling an FT-MRR analyzer to a con2nuous flow reactor system where rapid feedback on 
the yield and the chiral purity of the synthesized product is desired. 

Requirements of the FT-MRR technique: 
•  The analyte must be in the gas phase (measures unhindered rota2on) 

 We vola2lize by hea2ng, which generates sufficient vapor for most molecules     
 up to 300 amu. Higher molecular weight compounds are possible with  
 nonthermal vola2liza2on methods. 

•  The molecule must have a permanent dipole moment 

Because of the high resolu2on and structural specificity of MRR spectroscopy, 
subtle structural shiOs (diastereomers, conformers, isotopologues) produce disKnct	
and	resolved spectra. 

Capabili-es	for	Chiral	Analysis	
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Chiral	Purity	Monitoring	in	Con-nuous	Manufacturing	

Disadvantages of current methods (HPLC): 
•  Long method development for new analyses 
•  Measurements can take 10-20 minutes 
•  Very difficult to resolve molecules with mul2ple chiral centers 
•  Not suitable for automated, repeated analyses 

FT-MRR method: 
•  Simpler method development (no chromatography) 
•  Direct chiral purity informa2on in a complex reac2on mixture 
•  Poten2al for measurements in < 1 min for known compounds 

	(greater than 99% purity informa2on) 

Artemisinin:	A	Model	for	Rapid	Analysis	
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A con2nuous flow synthesis of artemisinin (a vital an2-malarial) star2ng from 
biologically synthesized artemisinic acid has been developed by Prof. Frank Gupton and 
his group at Virginia Commonwealth University. With support from the Virginia 
Biosciences Health Research Corpora2on, we are working to apply FT-MRR to 
monitoring, in near-real 2me, the isomeric purity of this synthesis at two points. 

The	first	BrightSpec	
research-grade	chiral		
FT-MRR	instrument,	
delivered	to	Universidad	de	
Valladolid	(Spain)	in	
November	2015.	

For	rapid	analysis	of	known	
compounds,	we	build	a	
similar	instrument	with	a	
much	smaller	footprint.	

Enan2omeric excess measurements can be 
performed by a resonant 3-wave mixing 
technique. With the phase-sensi2ve detector of 
FT-MRR, samples with an enan2omeric excess 
produce a signal propor2onal to the excess. The 
signal is molecule-specific and unlike chirop2cal 
spectroscopy (e.g. VCD), a dipole-allowed 
process so the signals are strong. 

The paper describing this technique was 
published as a cover ar2cle in Nature in May 
2013. The patent behind the technique has 
been licensed to BrightSpec. 

Modern quantum chemistry can also accurately 
predict rota2onal spectral parameters for 
complexes – which adds capability for chiral 
resolu2on through complexing the sample with a 
compound with known chirality. This produces a 
set of diastereomers that can be resolved in the 
spectrum. This “chiral tagging” method is 
expected to be well suited to finding small 
enan2omer impuri2es (<10%). 
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Homochiral	Complex	(RR	or	SS)	 Heterochiral	Complex	(RS	or	SR)	

Theory	predicts	rotaKonal	constants	to	within	1%	and	
dipole	moment	orientaKons	to	within	~5°.	The	
parameters	for	the	two	complexes	differ	by	far	more	
(typically	more	than	10%	on	rotaKonal	constants).	

BrightSpec also builds instruments with 
the same technique using room-
temperature millimeter wave 
spectroscopy. These instruments are 
designed for the analysis of complex 
mixtures of small vola2le impuri2es 
(masses <150 amu).  
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Upcoming	Work:	
•  Automated sampling interface 
•  Cavity-enhanced MRR spectrometer to speed up detec2on 
•  Full integra2on and benchmarking against exis2ng methods 
•  Extension to other analysis targets 

D.	PaBerson,	M.	Schnell,	
and	J.	Doyle,	Nature	
2013,	497,	475.	

The technique of rota2onal spectroscopy has been around for decades; 
however, two factors have led to its recent emergence as a tool for analy2cal 
chemistry: 
•  Small, cheap electronics to generate phase reproducible radia2on and 

detect molecular signals; 
•  The development of techniques for acquisi2on of broadband spectra with 

chiral informa2on. 

The rota2onal spectrum of 
dihydroartemisinic acid 
shows two conforma2onal 
isomers. Each singly-
subs2tuted 13C isotopologue 
is also iden2fied (in natural 
abundance) – which is 
analyzed to determine the 3-
D structure. 

The	FT-MRR	Technique	and	BrightSpec	Instruments	
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Our goal is to make FT-MRR the go-to 
technique for rapid chiral purity monitoring in 
small molecule con2nuous manufacturing 
processes. 


